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has never been so much fun
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How do I feel…

...when someone spoils the movie for me? ...when I try to assemble a piece of furniture and there are pieces missing? ...when I
am called to the manager's office? ...when I'm dying to tell a
secret? ...when I'm wasting time instead of working? ...when I‘m
overcharged and realize too late? ...when I get the highest score
in the whole class? ...when I start a book that I really want to
read? ...every time I lose an umbrella? ...when I get home with
the weekly shop and someone has left the elevator door open?
...when I go to pet a dog and it growls at me? ...when I eat an
artichoke? ...when the weekend is over? ...when I cannot stop
singing a song I hate? ...when the alarm clock rings in the
morning? ...when I step on a dog poop? ...when I cannot find
clean underwear? ...when I fulfil a wish and it was not as good as
I thought? ...when I lend a book and I never get it back? ...when
my computer gets infected by a dangerous virus? ...when I find
the perfect gift for a friend? ...when I'm in the bathroom and
realize too late that there’s no paper left? ...when they cut a show
to put ads in the worst possible moment? ...when they try to sell
me insurance that I don't need? ...when clothes no longer fit me?
...when something breaks just when the warranty has expired?
...when I’m punished for something that I didn’t do? ...when a
stranger falls asleep on my shoulder in the train ? ...when I need
to write down a phone number and I can’t find anything to write
with? ...when a test or a delivery date is postponed? ...if the
phone rings at four in the morning? ...when the refrigerator is
damaged? ...when I'm in the fastest line at the supermarket?
...when reading the last page of a book that I love? ...when I need
to ask a favour from someone who I don’t trust? ...when my
political party wins the elections? ...when I cannot carry all the
shopping? ...when I go blank in the middle of a presentation?
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....if I drop my phone in the toilet? ...if I win the lottery jackpot?
...if someone finds my diary and reads it? ...if someone spills their
drink on my computer? ...if my favourite series gets cancelled?
...if I find a hole in my favourite trousers? ...if I forget my keys
inside the house? ...if I try to stop a fight and get punched? ...if I
see a shark whilst swimming? ...if I'm trapped in the elevator?
...if I win a Vietnamese pig in a prize draw? ...if I find a fingernail
in my soup?
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...when I go to my favourite band’s concert? ...when passing by
a pastry shop? ...when I'm in a hurry and cannot find the house
keys? ...when I wake up from a nightmare? ...the next morning
after a long night of partying? ...when I discover that my best
friend has lied to me? ...when I go to a restaurant and I have
never heard of any dish on the menu? ...when I drop an ice cream
on the ground? ...when someone explains to me how something
works but I don’t understand anything? ...when my shopping bag
breaks and everything falls? ...when I add salt instead of sugar
to my coffee by mistake? ...when I need to buy a gift for...?
...when I change to a new phone company and find that I have no
coverage at home? ...when my favourite team wins in the last
minute? ...when I ride on a rollercoaster? ...if I miss the plane
back from my vacation? ...when I go to the cinema and the film
is really bad? ...when I've been working for several hours and I
discover that everything is wrong? ...when my weekend plans
are suspended at the last minute? ...when I use a new mobile for
the first time? ...when I go to pay for dinner and find that I’ve
forgotten my wallet at home? ...if I stumble and knock down a
whole row of bikes? ...when I hear a very good joke?
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...when I'm surfing the Internet and suddenly it stops working?
...when I have to shower with ice cold water? ...when I find a lot
of money in an old pair of trousers? ...when I need to go to the
bathroom urgently and it’s engaged? ...when the person serving
me at the counter ignores me? ...if my grandmother gives me
something that I really, really hate? ...when my computer will
not start? ...when I need to talk to someone with whom I don't
want to talk to? ...when people talk during a movie making it
difficult for me to hear it? ...when I start my holidays? ...when I
need to throw food away because it’s out of date? ...when I
think about how the country is doing? ...when I get sick during
the holidays? ...when I don't understand a joke and everyone
laughs? ...when I trap my finger in a door? ...if I find a wallet
with lots of money inside? ...when I dream about the solution to
a problem? ...when my boss tells a very bad joke? ...when a
telephone operator wakes me up from my nap? ...when
someone tries to convince me to change my vote? ...when my
favourite player is injured? ...when I’m invited to the wedding of
a distant relative? ...when I'm late for a job interview? ...just
before starting an exam? ...when I can't find my wallet
anywhere? ...when I have a headache and my neighbour is
doing DIY? ...in the dentist's chair? ...when a mosquito doesn't
let me sleep? ...on my birthday? ...when someone tells me to
calm down? ...when my mother/father is angry with me?
...when I prepare my holiday trip? ...when someone changes the
TV channel without asking? ...when I finish a test that has come
out perfect? ...when a tooth hurts? ...after spending all morning
cleaning the house? ...when a friend asks me for money?
...every time a new corruption case comes to light? ...when I've
eaten or drunk too much?
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...if a rat bites me? ...if I send an email to the entire office by
mistake telling them a colleague’s secret? ...if my boss catches
me bad mouthing him? ...if I go barefoot and step on a cockroach?
...if I'm in the pool and see a child peeing next to me? ...if I'm on
the beach and a wave removes my swimsuit? ...if I go to the
Caribbean and it rains every day? ...if I'm home alone and hear
footsteps? ...if a neighbour asks me to take care of his pet and it
escapes? ...if a pigeon craps on me? ...if I get a salary raise? ...if
when I get back from the market I find all the eggs are broken?
...if my horoscope tells me I'll have an accident during my
holidays? ...if I’m offered a good job in Alaska? ...if I have guests
for dinner and I burn all the food? ...alone on a desert island? ...if
I come across a cow when out driving and the brakes don’t work?
...if I go to the theatre and I’m called up to the stage? ...if I’m
invited to make a parachute jump? ...if I drop my ring in a public
bathroom? ...if the genie of the lamp grants me three wishes? ...if
the doctor forbids me to eat and drink all the things I like? ...if my
favourite toy breaks? ...if I sit on my new glasses and break them?
...if my mother-in-law serves me an inedible dish? ...if my best
friend asked me for a kidney? ...if I see a scratch on my new car?
...if my favourite actor or actress enters the elevator when I’m
already inside? ...if the fire alarm sounds before finishing in the
shower? ...if I laugh at the worst possible time? ...if I cannot stop
laughing at the worst time? ...if my friends insist on having a
spiritual session in my house? ...if I tell a secret to a friend and
everyone finds out about it? ...if I go to get the car and it has been
towed? ...if I miss the beginning of a concert as I was waiting for
a friend? ...if someone cuts in the queue in front of me and the
tickets run out just before my turn? ...iIf there is a bomb threat in
my building? ...if I could go back to the past and change jobs?
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